4i 8	LEGITIMACY AND LEGITIMATION
/Sixteen years latei; Elizabeth, having become engaged to a domiciled
/ Englishman named Sha^^evised a scheme for obtaining a divorce
'   in Scotland from Buxton. Shaw acquired a domicil in Scotland, and
Buxton was paid £250 to go to that country for forty days. The
marriage was dissolved by the Court of Session. Elizabeth then married
Shawm Edinburgh and had by him two^daoighfers andone son, all of
whom were bom in the lifetime of Buxton. Atjhe^imej^
a^tionJSimoiv^	The questions before
the English court were whether the daugKters and son were entitled
under the will of the testator to the funds as being the 'children' of
Elizabeth, and also whether the son was entitled to the land as being her
'son lawfully begotten'.
Evidence was given that by Scottish law
marriage were valid. Also, that children born of a putative marriage,
i.e. one regular in point of form but void owing to the prior existing
marriage of one of the parties, were regarded as legitimate, provided
that the parents were justifiably ignorant of the prior existing marriage.
It was the opinion of the Scottish advocates who gave evidence that
justifiable ignorance existed if the parents believed in the validity of the
divorce.
J\ The House of lqhjs unanimously held that the children were
^ I not entitled to take upder thejwTJL
'JL!he reason that appears to" "Have impressed their Lordships
was the supposedly logical one that since Buxton, and therefore
Elizabeth, remained domiciled in England, the union between
Elizabeth and Shaw was not a valid marriage according to
English law, and that therefore the children were not born in
lawful wedlock (which is the test of legitimacy according to
English domestic law). Lord Colonsay, though impressed, with
the logic of the reasoning, was perplexed with doubts as to
whether the status of legitimacy ought to be denied to the
children. He felt that this denial was difficult to reconcile
with general principles of jurisprudence or with the generally
recognized rules of international law.1
Failure of     It is difficult to resist the conclusion that the House of
court to Lords lost its direction through its persistent concentration
distinguish.	i        ..,        °,	i*	/•
status of upon one general principle to the exclusion of others.   It
from tS Certa*.nl7 *s a general principle that a divorce not recognized
as val*d by the lex domidlii of the husband is invalid in England.
But another principle, affirmed many times by the judiciary is
that legitimacy is determined by the lex domidlii of the father
- at the time of the child's birth. Both these principles demanded
attention in Shaw v. Gould. There is nothing inconsistent in
1 Ibid., at pp. 969—7,

